
Photon Splitting in a Strong Magnetic FieldM.V. Chistyakov, A.V. Kuznetsov and N.V. MikheevDivision of Theoretical Physics, Department of Physics,Yaroslavl State University, Sovietskaya 14,150000 Yaroslavl, Russian FederationAbstractThe process of photon splitting  !  in a strong magnetic �eldis investigated both below and above the pair creation threshold.Thepartial amplitudes and the splitting probabilities are calculated takingaccount of the photon dispersion and large radiative corrections nearthe resonance.The non-linear electromagnetic process of the photon splitting in external�eld is one of the most exiting e�ect of the quantum electrodynamics. It isinteresting to note that possible manifestations of this process belong to thetwo completely oposite �elds of our physical world. On one hand this e�ectcould manifest itself in the microcosm, in the electric �eld of a heavy atoms.On the other hand, possible mani�stations of this process in macrocosm arediscussed during a long time, namely, in the astrophysical objects, wherestrong magnetic �elds could exist.In this talk we consider the procees of the photon splitting in the strongmagnetic �eld. Theoretical study of this process has a rather long history[1, 2, 3]. Adler was the �rst who considers the photon splitting as a possiblemechanism of the production linearly polarized photons in a pulsar magnetic�eld. In his work the comprehensive investigation of this process was carriedout for the magnetic �eld below the critical value, Be = m2=e ' 4:41 � 1013G (m is the electron mass, e > 0 is the elementary charge). There werefound the selection rules connected whith the defenite polarization states of1



the initial and �nal photons. These selection rules are based on the collinearkinematics of photon splitting in the case of the subcritical magnetic �eld.The recent progress in astrophysics has drawn attention again to thephoton splitting induced by a magnetic �eld. It has found application in thestudy of the spectral formation of gamma ray burst (GRB) from neutronstars and has also been used in models of soft gamma ray repeaters (SGR),where it soften the photon spectrum. It is supposed for these objects to havevery strong magnetic �eld which can exceed essentialy the critical value. Thegood review on this topic could be found in [4].Therefore the study of the photon splitting has been continued. In somerecent papers [5, 6] this process was studied in the magnetic �eld much greaterthan the critical value. In our opinion there are some facts which are nottaken into account in this works.� The limit of the collinear kinematics is not aplicable in the strong mag-netic �eld (B � Be). Therefore ones cannot use Adler's selection rules.� The radiative corrections can give a large contribution near the paircreation threshold.In this talk, photon splitting in a strong magnetic �eld is investigated bothbelow and above the pair-creation threshold, with taking account of thenoncollinearity of the kinematics and large radiative corrections.1 The kinematic of photon splitting.The kinematic of the photon splitting in magnetic �eld is de�ned by thevacuum polarization. The dispersion relations for the photons of di�erentpolarizations could be found from the following equations!2�(k)� k2 � P� = 0; (1)where P� are the eigenvalues of the photon polarization operator. Onlytwo of these equations correspond to the real photons with the polarizationvectors "(k)� = (k')�qk2? ; "(?)� = (k ~')�qk2k ; (2)2



These are the so-called parallel and perpendicular modes in Adler's notation.Here '�� = F��=B; ~'�� = 12"����'�� are the dimensionless tensor of theexternal magnetic �eld and the dual tensor, k2k = !2 � k23; k2? = k21 + k22.Magnetic �eld is directed along the third axes, B = (0; 0; B).The corresponding eigenvalues P� are singular at the points of the so-called cyclotron resonances. In the limit of the strong magnetic �eld (B �Be) the lowest of them is only essential and corresponds to the pair creationthreshold, k2k = 4m2. Therefore we shall further analyse the kinematicalregion k2k < (m + pm2 + 2eB)2. In this region P� take the following one-loop approximate formPk ' � �3�k2k ; P? ' �2�� eB H 4m2k2k ! (3)where H(z) = zpz � 1 arctan 1pz � 1 � 1; z > 1;H(z) = �12  zp1� z ln 1 +p1� z1�p1� z + 2 + i� zp1� z! ; z < 1:One can consider the eigenvalues of the polarization operator as a photone�ective masses squared, m2eff . There is the e�ective mass of photon whichde�nes the kinematics of the photon splitting. This process is kinematicallyallowed only when one of the �nal photons of the ?-mode is created inthe kinematic region k2k < 4m2. Realy, if all photons are in the regionk2k > 4m2 the limit of the collinear kinematic is realized because of therelatively small (jm2eff j � !2) e�ective masses of the photons in this region.The photon of the ?-mode aquares positive and the photon of the k-modenegative e�ective mass squared. It means, that only ?-mode could split. Onthe other hand it is known, see [2], that only transition k ! ?? is allowedin the collinear kinematic. Therefore the photon splitting is forbidden whenk2k > 4m2 for all photons in the procces. If the �nal photon of the ?-modeis created in the region k2k < 4m2 the kinematic of photon splitting could befar from collinearity. This is due to the fact that the photon of this modeaquares signi�cant e�ective mass, m2eff < 0; jm2eff j � !2, in this region.Moreover, the large value of the polarization operator near the resonance3



leads to the neccessity of taking acount a large radiative corrections whichreduce to renormalization of photon wave-function."(�)� ! "(�)� qZ�; Z�1� = 1� @P�@k2k ; � =k;? (4)2 The Amplitude of the Process  !  inthe Strong Magnetic Field.The process of the photon splitting in the magnetic �eld is depicted by twoFeinman diagrams, see the Fig.1. The amplitude of this process can bewritten in the following formM = e3 Z d4X d4Y Spf"̂(k)Ŝ(Y )"̂(k00)Ŝ(�X � Y )"̂(k0)Ŝ(X)g �� e�ie (XFY )=2 ei(k0X�k00Y ) + ("(k0); k0 $ "(k00); k00); (5)X = z � x; Y = x� ywhere k� = (!;k) is the 4-vector of the momentum of initial photon withthe polarization vector "�, k0 and k00 are the 4-momenta of �nal photons,S(X) is the electron propagator in the magnetic �eld [7]. In the case of thestrong �eld it is advantegeous to use the asymptotic expression of the electronpropagator which could be presented in the following formŜ(X)' Sa(X)= ieB2� exp(�eBX2?4 )Z d2p(2�)2 (p)k +mp2k �m2 ��e�i(pX)k; (6)d2p = p0p3; �� = 12(1� i12):Substituting this in Eq. (5) and integrating, one would expect to obtain theamplitude which depends linearly on the �eld strength, namely, as B3=B2,where B2 in the denominator arises from the integration over d2X?d2Y?.However, two parts of the amplitude (5) cancel each other exactly. Thus, theasymptotic form of the electron propagator (6) only shows that the linear-on-�eld part of the amplitude is zero and provides no way of extracting thenext term of expansion over the �eld strength.As the analysis shows, that could be done by the insertion of two asymp-totic (6) and one exact propagator Ŝ(x) into the amplitude (5), with all4



interchanges. It is worthwhile now to turn from the general amplitude (5)to the partial amplitudes corresponding to de�nite photon modes, k and ?,which are just the stationary photon states with de�nite dispersion relationsin a magnetic �eld. There are 6 independent amplitudes and only two ofthem are of physical interest. We have obtained the following expressions, tothe terms of order 1=BMk!k? = i4� ����3=2 (k0'k00)(k0 ~'k00)[(k0)2k(k00)2?k2?]1=2 H 4m2(k0)2k! ; (7)Mk!?? = i4� ����3=2 (k0 e�k00)[(k0)2k(k00)2kk2?]1=2((k�k00)H 4m2(k0)2k!+ (k�k0)H 4m2(k00)2k!); (8)As for remaining amplitudes, we note that Mk!kk is equal to zero in thisapproximation. On the other hand, the photon of the ? mode due to itsdispersion can split into two photons only in the kinematic region k2k > 4m2where the tree-channel ? ! e+ e� [8] strongly dominates.3 The Probability of the Photon Splitting.Although the process involves three particles, its amplitude is not a constant,because it contains the external �eld tensor in addition to the photon 4-momenta. The general expression for the splitting probability can be writtenin the form W�!�0�00 = g32�2! Z jM�!�0�00 j2Z�Z�0Z�00 �� �(!�(k)� !�0(k0)� !�00(k� k0)) d3k0!�0!�00 ; (9)where the factor g = 1� 12��0�00 is inserted to account for possible identity ofthe �nal photons. The factors Z� account for the large radiative correctionswhich reduce to the wave-function renormalization of a real photon with def-inite dispersion ! = !�(k). The integration over phase space of two �nalphotons in Eq. (9) has to be performed using the photon energy dependence5



on the momenta, ! = !�(k), which can be found from the dispersion equa-tions (1). A calculation of the splitting probability (9) is rather complicatedin the general case. In the limit m2 � !2 sin2 � � eB, where � is an anglebetween the initial photon momentum k and the magnetic �eld direction, wederive the following analytical expression for the probability of the channelk ! k?:Wk!k? ' �3! sin2 �16 (1� x)[1� x + 2x2 + 2(1� x)(1 + x)2 ln(1 + x)�� 2x2 2� x21� x ln 1x ]; x = 2m! sin � � 1: (10)Within the same approximation we obtain the spectrum of �nal photonsin the frame where the initial photon momentum is orthogonal to the �elddirection: dWk!k?d!0 ' �32 � q(! � !0)2 � 4m2!0 +q(!0 � !)2 � 4m2 ; (11)!2 � 2m2! < !0 < ! � 2m;where !; !0 are the energies of the initial and �nal photons of the k mode.We have made numerical calculations of the process probabilities for bothchannels, which are valid in the limit !2 sin2 � � eB. Our results are rep-resented in Figs. 2,3. The photon splitting probabilities below and near thepair-creation threshold are depicted in Fig. 2. In this region the channelk ! ?? (allowed in the collinear limit) is seen to dominate the channelk ! k? (forbidden in this limit). For comparison we show here the proba-bility obtained without considering the noncollinearity of the kinematics andradiative corrections (the dotted line 3 ) which is seen to be inadequate. Forexample, this probability becomes in�nite just above the threshold. As isseen from Fig. 3, both channels give essential contributions to the probabil-ity at high photon energies, with the \forbidden" channel dominating. Itshould be stressed that taking account of the photon polarization leads tothe essential dependence of the splitting probabilities on the magnetic �eld,while the amplitudes (7), (8) do not depend on the �eld strength value.6
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Figure 1: The Feynman diagram for photon splitting in a magnetic �eld. Thedouble line corresponds to the exact propagator of an electron in an external�eld.
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Figure 2: The dependence of the probability of photon splitting  !  onenergy, below and near the pair-creation threshold: 1a; 1b { for the \forbid-den" channel k ! k? and for the magnetic �eld strength B = 102Be and103Be, correspondingly; 2a; 2b { for the \allowed" channel k ! ?? forthe �eld strength B = 102Be and 103Be; 3 { for the channel k ! ??in the collinear limit without taking account of large radiative corrections.Here W0 = (�=�)3m. 9
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Figure 3: The probability of photon splitting above the pair-creation thresh-old: 1a; 1b { for the \forbidden" channel k ! k? and for the magnetic �eldstrength B = 102Be and 103Be, correspondingly; 2a; 2b { for the \allowed"channel k ! ?? for the �eld strength B = 102Be and 103Be.
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